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INTRODUCTION

Savannah River Site (SRS) is a sole producer of tritium for U.S. Weapons
Program. SRS has built Facilities, developed the tritium handling processes, and
operated safely for the last forty years. Tritium is extracted from the irradiated
reactor target, purified, mixed with deuterium, and loaded to the booster gas
bottle in the weapon system for limited lifetime. Tritium is recovered from the
retired bottle and recycled. Newly produced tritium is branded into the recycled
tritium.

One of the key process is the hydrogen isotope separation that tritium is
separated from deuterium and protium. Several processes have been used for the
hydrogen isotope separation at SRS: Thermal Diffusion Column (TD), Batch
Cryogenic Still (CS), and Batch Chromatography called Fractional Sorption (FS).
TD and CS requires straight vertical columns. The overall system separation
factor depends on the length of the column. These are three story building high
and difficult to put in glove box. FS is a batch process and slow operation. An
improved continuous chromatographic process called Thermal Cycling
Absorption Process (TCAP) has been developed. It is small enough to be able to
put in a glove box yet high capacity comparable to CS.

The SRS tritium purification processes can be directly applicable to the
Fusion Fuel Cycle System of the fusion reactor.

THERMAL DIFFUSION (TD) 1955-1986

TD is a vertical column about 36ft tall and about 1.5 inch diameter. It

has hot wire in the center and cooling jacket outside. Lighter isotope tends to
migrate to the hot center and heavier isotope tends to move to the cold outer
wall. By gravitation, center part of the gas moves upward and outer par of the
gas moves downward. At the steady state, light isotope is concentrated at the top
of the column and heavier isotope at the bottom. Mixture is fed at the middle of
the column, product is withdrawn at the bottom, and raffinate at the top.

TD has been used primar_.ly to separate tritium from protium. Typical
extraction gas composition is about 45 to 85% tritium, very small amount of
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deuterium and rest protium. Column enriches tritium to better than 95%,
typically 99% which is sent to weapon loading process. Typical raffinate
concentration is about 8% tritium which is blended to recovery stream to CS for
further clean up of tritium from raffinate waste stream to be stacked.

The hot wire at the center of the column catalyze the hydrogen isotopic
exchange. The mixed molecule such as HD,HT, and DT are equilibrate to form
H2,D2, or T2. Overall separation is for three components (H.D, and T). TD is a
low pressure, low density operation, The capacity is low and not cost effective.
TD is out of service since 1986.

FICACTIONAL SORPTION (FS) 1964-1968

This is a batch chromatography using palladium powder. To improve the
gas flow rate, asbestos was mixed with Pd powder for column packing. It was
operated for short period then shut down after CS was operational. Palladium
preferentially absorbs lighter isotope and leaves heavier isotope in gas phase.
The gas passed though the column is initially heavier isotope and lighter isotope
gradually break through. At certain point, the break-though gas is cut off as a
product and the remaining gas in the palladium column is recovered as raffinate
by heating and regenerating the column.

Typical feed was 20% tritium to produce -40% product and -8% raffinate
which was subsequently fed to TD.

CRYOGENIC STILL (CS) 1967-PRESENT

CS is a batch distillation. About 20ft column is kept near boiling point of
liquid hydrogen temperature and 900 torr. Reboiler is at the bottom of _he
column providing hydrogen vapor. Condenser is at the top of the col'2.nn
forming liquid hydrogen. Isotopic molecular exchange occurs between counter-
current phases; down-flow of liquid phase and up-flow of vapor phase. Lighter
isotope has larger vapor pressure and is enriched in vapor phase. At steady
state, lighter isotope is enriched at the top of the column and heavier at the
bottom.

There are six molecular species. No atomic isotope exchange occurs at this
low temperature. Difficulty is the separation of HT and D2. Both have similar
molecular weight and have similar vapor pressure. To improve the separation,
part of gas is taken out from the middle of the column, warmed up to room
temperature, re-equilibrated and put back to reduce HT content. Isotopes are
withdraw sequentially from the light isotope to heavier from the condenser at the
top of the column. It has also capability to withdraw from the liquid phase at the
bottom reboiler by a capillary.

Typical two feed streams to CS are (1) 3--10% tritium in protium to
produce product at 22% which sent to TD and raffinate < 0.01% which is dilute
with argon to stack. Protium at the bottom is less than 1%, and (2) 8--20% tritium
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in deuterium to produce 50% product. CS ia a high density operation and has
large capacity.

THERMAL CYCLING ABSORPTION PROCESS (TCAP) 1980-present

TCAP is a continuous gas chromatographic separation process. Compact
size of TCAP allows the process to be placed in a glove box with comparable
capacity of CS. The active packing material is palladium. About 40 weight %
palladium is coated on 50 mesh kieselguhr granules (Pd/k). The prototype TCAP
unit consists of two parts interconnected each other: a Pd/k packed column and
a large column filled with kieselguhr called the plug-flow-reverser (PFR) which
allows internal gas transfer with minimal gas mixing. Hot and cold nitrogen
gases pass through the shell surrounding the Pd/k column for heating or
cooling.

During the heating cycle, hydrogen gas is desorbed from Pd/k column
and transferred to PFR. During the cooling cycle, hydrogen gas is transferred
from PFR and absorbed to Pd/k column. The gas transfer between column and
PFR is about 30% of the column inventory. At the beginning of the hot cycle,
product and raffinate are withdrawn; product from the dead end of the column
and raffinate from the connection between column and PFR. At the end of the hot

_.ycle, mixed gas is fed at the middle of the column. In each cycle, about 3~5 % of
column inventory is withdrawn and fed. TCAP separate mixture as a two
component system, (H,D) and T or H and (D,T). Complete separation of three
component (H,D,T) requires two columns.

Test results on separation of protium/deuterium mixtures show that
TCAP can separate feed composition (1-95%) to >99.9% product and <0.5%
raffinate. Currently a testing is underway to demonstrate clean raffinate (<5ppm)

- from 0.5% feed.

_ REMARKS

_. SRS has been separating hydrogen isotopes for almost 40 years. Thermal
diffusion column is a low density operation and not cost effective by comparing

- with cryogenic still or TCAP. Batch cryogenic still has advantages and
_ disadvantages over continuous cryogenic still. Batch CS is simpler operational

control and easy to handle for varying feed compositions, but has large
inventory. TCAP has many advantages; simple to operate, easy to control, small

_- inventory, small size, handling three components instead of six component, low
- capital cost, and easy to scale down. TCAP technology is an infant stage and has

__ a lot of room to improve.
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